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table and shrinking into himself, was to feel his difference from
this motley group of fellow creatures* Everything about this
refined person seemed to be shrinking into itself along with
him. Providence in depriving the poor man of every human
gift but that of being a gentleman had endowed this virtue with
so much magic power of its own that a palpable though impon-
derable circle of exclusiveness spread itself over everything
within his reach. The chair he sat on became his own private
library chair, the carpet beneath his feet became a compendium
of all the carpets in all the rooms where he had been valued at
his true value. Between his self-conscious boot-soles and this
particular carpet a feudal relation had already established it-
self which compelled all the other boots in the room to recog-
nize the presence of some subtle privilege.
But the poor man himself had paid such a heavy price for
this advantage that his shrinking discomfort in the presence of
Mr. Cumber and his guests made our friend feel quite sorry
for him, and it was with relief that he watched him retire from
the scene the second the clock indicated the opening of the
dining-room for lunch.
"Good Lord!" Dud said to himself, as soon as Mr. Cumber,
who had been standing in the full sunshine from the window
and with his broad back to the fire, was made aware of his iden-
tity. "Is Thuella right then, and am I more of a person with
people like this than I supposed?"
Certainly the moment the man gripped his hand he felt
himself the subject of concentrated civility. But our friend's
egoism was so subjective and his pride so averse to this particu-
lar kind of recognition that after listening politely for a while
to the magnate's talk his thoughts began to wander. Civility
prevented him from looking away from the countenance of his
interlocutor, but each competent businesslike feature of the
great man's face became the jumping-off board for his own
private meditations. The man's well-cut nose caused him to re-
member that unopened letter with the Yeovil postmark. "Curse
it!" he thought, "I believe it's Old Funky again!" And then
the man's strongly marked chin served as a promontory from
which he took flight to Claudius and his coal-yard.
But the most curious of the transformations that the ener-
getic face of this unwitting patron of historians had to endure
was the mental sorcery that substituted for the gleam of his

